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ABOUT THE MAGAZINE
ROVA is for the road-trippers, the digital nomads, the 
outdoor adventurers and the life-changers. A vibrant and 
youthful magazine centered around driving journeys in the 
United States, ROVA has established a loyal following in 
North America and Canada, as well as a growing audience 
in Europe. 

ROVA is about traveling the roads of North America—
we publish authentic stories about life on the road; 
spectacular images of people, places and curiosities; insight 
into why outdoor activity is gaining in popularity; and a 
real look at what this phenomenal continent has to offer.

ROVA stands for road vacations and recreational 
vehicles, and it is about taking all roads—those less-taken 
or the most well-worn—to your own personal destination. 
Every road you take is a trail you blaze. Your wheels may 
kick up the same dust as another’s, but your story will 
project new light, new color—a new world.

ROVA is about sharing North America as it is seen 
through the eyes of a group of wanderers, writers, 
photographers, filmmakers and adventurers. We’re the 
ones who stick our hands out the car window to catch the 
summer breeze; the ones who pull off the road whenever 
the landscape commands it; the ones who find new 
experiences in even the most-visited places; and the ones 
who forge paths into unknown territories.

In ROVA, we explore how roads connect people, places 
and experiences. Each new set of wheels to hit the road 
traces a story on the landscape; let us take you there.
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WHY ROVA?
More and more people are embracing road travel within North 
America. No longer the domain of hard-core adventurers 
and off-the-grid escapists, road trips and the outdoors hold 
great appeal for anyone who’s looking for a change from the 
everyday—even if it’s only for a weekend.

People are road-tripping more than ever. They’re doing it 
because they can work remotely and they’re chasing a dream. 
ROVA readers run businesses from their buses; take months-
long working vacations in their RVs; turn their van lifestyle 
into a means of making money on the road; and constantly stay 
connected. This is the beginning of an age when you can do 
anything, anywhere—and why wouldn’t you do it on the road?

This type of travel brings us closer to nature and out-of-
the-ordinary experiences; there are endless places to go on this 
incredible continent, and packing up an RV, van, car, trailer 
or bus and going there seems like a pretty great way to spend 
some—or all—of your time.

ROVA is the only magazine by and for the new guard of 
road-trippers: young, professional, adventurous people who 
choose to venture outside of their comfort zones.

READERSHIP
ROVA is read by a variety of road-trippers and outdoor adventurers. The outdoors culture 
has become a lifestyle unto itself, and ROVA readers aspire to be a part of this culture—to 
live a life that is outdoorsy, and to be seen doing so. 

ROVA readers are curious about the land that is connected by the roads across this 
continent. They are digital nomads, dedicated travelers, innovators and explorers. They 
embrace change, push boundaries, crave new experiences and love their country. They are self-
sufficient, affluent, flexible and adventurous, and they love the wide-open road.

ROVA is dedicated to understanding and connecting the new generation of road 
travelers. It connects people with the outdoors, and with others who are a part of this 
growing community.

Millennials, Gen X and Gen Y are discovering 
the benefits of RVing and road travel; they spend 
money on experiences and the products that 
enhance them, and take more frequent trips while 
staying connected with home and work. Wellness, 
connection, social responsibility and flexibility 
are what these readers want from life, and they’re 
discovering that all of these things are found at the 
heart of road travel and outdoor adventures.

DEMOGRAPHICS
• 55% women / 45% men
• 26–44 average age
• $100k+ average HHI

Numbers obtained through ROVA 
readership surveys
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PRAISE FOR ROVA
A beautifully produced magazine 
filling a long-ignored niche, 
obviously a labor of love. 

— Richard, via Facebook

There’s a growing tribe of like-
minded travelers... went for coffee 
this morning and found this gem of 
a magazine. 

— via Instagram

I came across ROVA recently while 
I was looking for inspiration at the 
grocery store magazine rack and I 
was floored to find your magazine! 
I read it cover to cover as soon as I 
got home. The stories within these 
pages are such an inspiration and 
I loved reading about everyone’s 
experiences from their unique 
perspectives. I often find myself 
road-tripping solo and it was 
wonderful to read about others who 
do the same. 

— Cate, via email

Thank you @rovamagazine for 
being such a kickass resource for the 
modern traveler. 

— Marisa, via Instagram

Hello there from NW Montana! As 
a typical human I rarely write good 
reviews. Today, however, I happened 
to pick up ROVA, and after a quick 
thumb through knew this was a 
keeper. You don’t sell a magazine, 
you sell inspiration, and for that we 
thank you. 

— Bill, via email

I am wrapping up a year deployed 
in Afghanistan, and I wanted to 
offer that sometimes a magazine is 
much more than just something to 
read. ROVA is so much more than a 
good read, or relevant information 
on travel—in many ways they were 
a bridge to my family thousands of 
miles away. As I read, I found myself 
dreaming of future travel with my 
kids and bride—the places to go, the 
memories it would build, the smiles 
it would produce. I found myself 
somewhere else with the people 
I love the most. I found myself 
everywhere... but here! Thank you 
for putting together a journal that is 
as dedicated to family and friends as 
it is to travel; a journal that is about 
the adventure! And thank you for 
the few minutes a day when I got to 
be somewhere else

— Robert, via email 

I was walking by the magazine 
rack at the grocery store here in 
Waycross, GA and ROVA caught my 
eye—finally, something on those 
magazine racks that is interesting :) 

— Derek, via email

Perfect Saturday morning reading 
material. If you like road travel, 
check out @rovamagazine.

— Mike, via Instagram

You’re doing a great job! We’ve been 
saving the magazines and share 
them with our Airbnb guests who 
rent out our house while we’re gone. 
Keep ’em coming! 

— ROVA reader via survey

Great magazine with 
multigenerational appeal.  
Nice work! 

— ROVA reader, via survey

I love your mix of aspirational 
content with a few tidbits that I can 
use (road trip itineraries, gear, etc.). 
Thanks for creating this amazing 
magazine.

— ROVA reader, via survey
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WHERE CAN YOU FIND ROVA?
ROVA is distributed in both the United States and Canada, in 
selected bookstores, news outlets and specialty retail stores. ROVA 
has secured distribution at Barnes & Noble, Wal-Mart, Kroger, 
Hudson newsstands (transit hubs and airports), Books-A-Million, 
Chapter, Meijer, Hy-Vee, Dierbergs and many more independent and 
nationwide retailers. 

The magazine also has a rapidly growing list of paid subscribers who 
receive each copy on their doorsteps. 

ROVA is regularly distributed at Outdoor Retailer, as well as various 
other RV and outdoor industry shows and conventions. In 2020, ROVA 
established a partnership with Kampgrounds of America (KOA), which 
offers all 460,000 members of KOA’s Value Kard Rewards program free 
access to ROVA’s online edition, and discounted subscriptions to the 
print version. ROVA is the only magazine that partners with KOA.

The publication is also available online in an interactive digital format. 
With an initial circulation of 50,000 copies, ROVA reaches a  

large audience of youthful, switched-on readers who are inspired 
by travel writing with integrity, striking photography, and nuanced 
information about North America that is not found in any other RV 
or vacation magazine.

Regular email newsletters are sent to an established and growing 
email contact database.
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ONLINE PRESENCE
ROVA has built a strong and loyal following on various social media platforms, 
including Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. ROVA established the Instagram hashtag 
#rovagram, which has quickly been adopted by many in the RV community, who share 
their travel photos and videos with ROVA’s audience.

ROVA’s website is full of unique content not found in the print edition of the 
magazine; we regularly run profiles of interesting and influential members of the RV 
community, and these influencers share our work on their various platforms, creating 
a duplication effect and spreading the word about ROVA far throughout the network of 
RV travelers online.
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UNITED STATES RV, VAN LIFE  
AND CAMPING STATISTICS
Statistics provided by the Recreational Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA), 

Kampgrounds of America (KOA) North American Camping Report (including 

the COVID edition), and the Outdoor Industry Association.

 » Almost 42 million Americans take camping and RVing trips every 
year, with this set to increase substantially in 2021.

 » The outdoor recreation economy generates $887 billion in 
consumer spending annually. 

 » Estimates predict that the RV industry will grow almost $10 billion 
between 2019 and 2023. 

 » The RV industry will see a 4.5 percent gain in units shipped in 
2020, compared to 2019. 

 » RV shipments are expected to grow twenty percent to 500,000 in 
2021—representing the best annual total on measurable record for 
the RV industry. 

 » After COVID-19, the camping market is expected to receive a greater 
share of leisure travelers’ trips, as road travel replaces other types 
of trips. 

 » Since the onset of COVID-19, participation rates in outdoor 
activities have spiked dramatically. 

 » One-third of leisure travelers who have not camped before say that 
they are now interested in camping. 

 » Four in ten current campers say they are interested in becoming a 
full-time RVer, or living the #vanlife. 

 » Nearly half of current tent or cabin campers, and one-quarter of 
prospective campers, say they are now more likely to consider RVing. 

 » The #rvlife hashtag on Instagram has 1.75 million posts, while the 
#vanlife hashtag has 8.5 million posts.

 » Around one million Americans live full-time in their RVs.

ON THE ROAD WITH THE 
YOUNGER DEMOGRAPHIC
 » The highest level of interest in prospective new campers is 

among Gen Z and millennials. 
 » Those aged between 35 and 54 are most likely to own an RV in 

the United States. 
 » Thirty-eight percent of RV owners in the United States are 

millennials (aged 23–39). Millennials crave new and adventurous 
experiences, and are being drawn to RVing, van life and outdoor 
adventure more than ever.  

 » Generation X, Generation Y and millennials have more money to 
spend on travel, and often spend more than other tourists. 
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR 2021 

Edition Editorial features

Adventure 23:  
February/March

 − Exploring on two wheels: mountain bikes, 
electric bikes, road bikes

 − The modern RV: smaller, techier, stealthier

Adventure 24:  
April/May

 − Tech in the outdoors
 − Camp kitchen: outdoor vs indoor
 − Compact trailers (teardrops, off-roads, 

the smallest of them all)
 − Safe travels (clearance, locks, tire pressure, 

cameras)

Adventure 25:  
June/July

 − Walking: it’s more than just a stroll
 − Water craft: what’s best for your travels
 − From the rooftop: rooftop tents
 − Communication breakdown – staying 

connected on the road

Adventure 26:  
August/September

 − Mid-sized trailers (towables up to 25 feet)
 − The best (and best-located) breweries in the USA
 − Keeping the lights on: generators, solar panels, 

lithium batteries, inverters

Adventure 27:  
October/November

 − Canyoning and rock-climbing
 − Off the grid: How to make it work
 − Toy haulers: bring the fun!

Adventure 28:  
December/January

 − National park round-up: 2021’s MVPs
 − Avoiding the snow
 − Know your ABCs: a motorhome overview 

ROVA KEY DATES 2021
Edition Space close Creative deadline On sale

23: February/March 11/25/20 12/9/20 2/2/21

24: April/May 1/20/21 2/3/21 3/30/21

25: June/July 3/24/21 4/7/21 6/1/21

26: August/September 5/19/21 6/2/21 8/3/21

27: October/November 7/14/21 7/28/21 9/28/21

28: December/January 9/15/21 9/29/21 11/30/21

In every edition of ROVA, we feature seven 
destinations, one from each of the following: 

 − Pacific: Alaska, Hawaii, Washington, 
Oregon, California

 − Rocky Mountains: Montana, Idaho, 
Wyoming, Nevada, Utah, Colorado

 − Southwest: Arizona, New Mexico,  
Texas, Oklahoma

 − Midwest: North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, 
Kansas, Missouri

 − Southeast: West Virginia, Delaware, 
Maryland, Kentucky, Virginia, Arkansas, 
Tennessee, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida

 − Northeast: Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island,  
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine

 − International: One road-trip destination outside of North America.


